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New Stockwell Elastomerics Brochure Showcases Production Capabilities and Industry
Expertise
Stockwell Elastomerics’ new brochure highlights production capabilities and focuses on
applications in the industries it supplies, such as medical diagnostic equipment,
telecommunications, portable data devices, aerospace and defense. Stockwell Elastomerics’ is a
custom manufacturer of silicone rubber and elastomeric components for demanding requirements
in the technology equipment sector, offering in-house custom molding, die cutting and water jet
cutting capabilities.

Philadelphia, PA (PRWEB) February 5, 2008 – Stockwell Elastomerics, Inc. announces the
availability of its new Capabilities Brochure that describes production capabilities and shows the
types of components produced for its core industry markets.
Stockwell Elastomerics has a broad range of on-site production and engineering capabilities to
support the design and manufacturing of high technology equipment. Stockwell’s in-house
capabilities include application of adhesive backings on silicone and similar materials, die cutting,
compression and injection molding, water jet cutting and custom fabrication. The company is well
known for its design support, prototype and fast-turn initial production capabilities.
The new capabilities brochure has pages dedicated to the Analytical Instrumentation, Medical
Diagnostic Equipment, Portable Data Acquisition Devices, Telecommunications Equipment,
Airflow Management and Aerospace & Defense markets.
“While the new Stockwell Elastomerics brochure describes our on-site production capabilities and
materials expertise,” said Bill Stockwell, President of Stockwell Elastomerics, Inc., “its focus is the
way we support our customers in the many industries that we serve.”
About Stockwell Elastomerics, Inc.
Stockwell Elastomerics, Inc. is ISO9001-2000 registered. The company’s core competence is the
fabrication and molding of silicone rubber and similar high performance elastomers that enhance
the performance of the final product.
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